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■ About the Developers Koichi Ishii Founder & Director. Koichi Ishii graduated in 2015 as Master of Games from the Tokyo Institute of Technology. His master thesis was about creating a fantasy RPG that uses a “hair” (3D character model) rendering system. The game was selected as an example of outstanding
academic work in the academic congress of the GGLB program in 2016, in which he also presented his latest work. While developing his game, he developed his skills in artistic skill and game design. He also has over three years of development experience on games such as: Battle Arena, Uppers, Tae Do Quiz. ■

About Koei Tecmo Games America Koei Tecmo America, Inc. is the exclusive distributor of Koei Tecmo games in the Americas. Its studio in Foster City, California is focused on the development of high quality interactive games for the Wii, Wii U, 3DS, PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC platforms. Koei Tecmo has been a
trusted partner of ESRB, PEGI and PEGI Canada for 14 years, and is the American publisher of the acclaimed action role-playing game Nobunaga’s Ambition, published in North America under the title Nobunaga’s Ambition: Lines of Fate. For further information, please visit Koei Tecmo America at Koichi Ishii Founder
& Director. Koichi Ishii graduated in 2015 as Master of Games from the Tokyo Institute of Technology. His master thesis was about creating a fantasy RPG that uses a “hair” (3D character model) rendering system. The game was selected as an example of outstanding academic work in the academic congress of the

GGLB program in 2016, in which he also presented his latest work. While developing his game, he developed his skills in artistic skill and game design. He also has over three years of development experience on games such as: Battle Arena, Uppers, Tae Do Quiz. ■ System Overview ■ Characters & Monsters
Players can start from level 1-1 (Elden children), and develop their character with the power of the Elden Ring. Starting with your character’s appearance, you can develop your character to an ideal body type (ie. muscular or slender) and use the immense power of the

Features Key:
A battle system where the player strategy style and roleplaying style collide As a covenant of the Elden Ring, you can use a large variety of weapons and equip them to your character. Battle is made up of a combo-based, pattern-based and item-based battle system. A variety of both traditional and unusual

weapons are provided. Party (2-4) members and characters (3-100) can be used in battle. Each party member has a maximum level of 100, indicating the maximum level of your character.
Battle through deep dungeons filled with dangerous monsters Enter the dungeon with your party using cooperative or multiplayer play. Along with the battle system and your party members, your attributes are all taken into account to create an exciting fighting condition.

A breathtaking visual experience An anime-style background that faithfully captures the majesty of the weapon effects of Elden Ring soldiers.
A mighty Presence Animals, NPCs, and bosses acquire a mighty Presence. A way to view and manipulate their strength, an aura depending on the visual items surrounding them. A variety of damage-increasing equipment increases the aura.

A massive map and world full of adventure Travel freely throughout the world, with the vast map being the cornerstone of the game.
Personalized growth and guidance for your character4 unique classifications that are effective while also managing equipment, attributes, and personal bonus abilities.
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